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MARMOREO

Self - polishing filler

Self - polishing filler

Breathable

Code 0719

Description It is a self - polishing filler based on bicarbonate lime paste, dust marble and vegetal
additives to obtain pleasant ancient effects.
Since it is a breathable product, « MARMOREO » is not a washable product. If you
want to make « MARMOREO »  washable, apply one or two coats of our product «
ANTICHE CERE ».

Use This product is applied to any interior wall surface, after the preparation of the
substrate, allowing the greatest breathability, favoring the natural diffusion of the
humidity through the plaster and the walls, and finally avoiding the formation of
molds and bacteria over the years.  

Appearance of the film Thixotropic white paste

Hardening Coalescence of vinyl emulsion

Specific weight gr/ml
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Preparation of surfaces New surfaces: make sure that the substrates are completely dry. If there are molds,
treat the surface with suitable restoring products. Remove any efflorescence and all
paints that are peeling off with brushes and washes. Prime the surface with a coat of
our product « SABBIAFOND PER MARMOREO »  diluted with water to 20 - 25 %.     
Old surfaces: remove old paints that are peeling off. Tempera paintings must be
removed with brushes and washes. Prime the surface with a coat of our product «
SABBIAFOND PER MARMOREO » diluted with water to 20 - 25 %.     

Preparation of the product Product ready to use. Mix the product well before the use with a spatula

Environmental conditions Ambient temperature:          from + 8  to  35° C
Humidity:                              0 - 75 %
Humidity of the support:      < 10 %

Drying At 20° C and 65 % UR  Thickness 400  - 500 microns
Sandable after 1 - 2 hours depending on the thickness
Overpainted after 5 - 6 hours after the coverage with a fixative product.

Application After applying a coat of « SABBAFOND PER MARMOREO » in order to insure a perfect
anchorage, proceed with the preparation of the paint with the colors indicated on
our color chart and let it stand for at least twenty - four hours.
First coat: apply « MARMOREO » on the surface with a steel spatula. Wait from 8 to
14 hours for a perfect drying and apply a second coat of « MARMOREO »  with a
shaving steel spatula in order to make the surface completely smooth.
Wait 8 - 10 hours for the drying. Before applying the third coat, it is recommended
to mix « MARMOREO » to make it more fluid in the application.
In this way, the product will penetrate the entire surface, by closing any cracks and
making the support perfectly smooth. The application of the third coat must be
carried out with a steel spatula in an inclined position in the way “metto e tolgo”
(“put and remove”) for about 1 square metre.
Wait about 30 seconds and pass again the spatula, always in an inclined position
and well clean. Proceed in this way on the entire surface overlapping with the
previous coat in order to eliminate any junction marks. In this way, you will obtain a
surface, that is completely glossy and soft to the touch.
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Shelf life 1 year in a cool and dry place (max 40° C)

Packs Kg. 20 Kg. 10 Kg. 2 Kg.   


